
UNCG, Bryan School of Business and Economics 
Department of Marketing, Entrepreneurship, Hospitality, & Tourism  

MKT309 - Business Communication  
Foddrell, Spring 2017 

This syllabus & course schedule is subject to change. 
 

Business and professional communication:  job search skills; collaboration; 
communication technology; verbal and non-verbal strategies.  Emphasis on effective 
persuasion, interpersonal, intercultural, and organizational strategies through business 
styles, formats and presentations. 
 
Course Instructor:  
Ms. Karae Foddrell 
klfoddre@uncg.edu  (best way to contact me) 
No Scheduled Office Hours 
 
Additional Support:  The UNCG Writing Center, The UNCG Speaking Center 
Credits: 3 hours 
Prerequisites:   Junior standing and admission to approved program.   
 
Course Overview & Philosophy:  
In this class, we’ll practice our writing, speaking and relating skills.  This Writing 
Intensive & Speaking Intensive course is performance-based. Since knowledge and 
skills improve through practice, you are graded on your performance activities, not on 
effort.  Said another way, you are measured on your resulting production. You are 
graded on WHAT you say (content) and HOW you say it (delivery).  
 
The course is based on the understanding that communication is both an art and a 
science.  It’s an art for its creativity and a science for its base in human relationships. 
 
Our Bryan School mission is to develop students who stand out in the business world in 
two aspects:  principled leadership and exceptional problem-solving.  This 
course will help you in both goals.   In this course, we will examine our thinking in how 
we make decisions and deliver messages. 
 
The Bryan School of Business and Economic Student Learning Goals:  Common 
to all business students. 

• Students will be skilled in critical thinking and decision-making, as supported by 
the appropriate use of analytical and quantitative techniques. 

• Students can recognize and assess the ethical and social dimensions of 
management activities and evaluate their impact on management decisions. 

• Students can communicate clearly and correctly, and can demonstrate 
collaborative and leadership skills. 



• Students understand the core organizational functions and activities and how 
they interrelate to accomplish an organization’s major goals through effective 
processes. 

• Students can evaluate the role global markets have on management decisions 
and formulate appropriate strategies to improve performance in the world 
economy. 

 
MKT309 Student Outcomes:   After successful completion of this course, you should: 

• Understand the importance of effective communication in the workplace. 
• Identify communication strategies to business situations. 
• Create responses to communication needs. 
• Conduct business research for evidence-based writings & presentations. 
• Use accurate documentation of sources. 
• Write concise and organized documents using the appropriate format. 
• Use the three step writing process. 
• Write reports based on the evaluation of data. 
• Develop and demonstrate effective oral presentations with verbal and nonverbal 

proficiencies. 
Course Requirements: 

• Course text:  Writing That Works by Oliu, Brusaw, and Alred, 11th 
edition                     
                        ISBN-10: 1-4576-1113-9 / ISBN-13: 978-1-4576-1113-1 

(There are grammar errors in the text.)  This text is full of great content that I 
will be referencing. 

• Use your UNCG email account. 
• You are expected to adhere to include the UNCG Honor Code on every 

assignment which can be found online at 
http://academicintegrity.uncg.edu/. As your professor, I will hold you 
to your integrity.  Include the Honor Code with your signed signature 
on every assignment before submitting for grading. If this instruction 
is not followed, there will be points deducted from the final grade.  

• Please review the faculty/student guidelines at 
http://www.uncg.edu/bae/faculty_student_guidelines.pdf. Without 
the Honor Code on every assignment, there will be a grade penalty.  
 

Course Policies & Procedures: 
• Assignments open and close on a schedule.  You are expected to adhere to the 

schedule.   
• Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:  To establish reasonable 

accommodations, students with disabilities are to contact the Office of 
Accessibility Resources and Services (334-5440) in the first week of school. 

• Religious Observances:  See your instructor if any class assignments conflict with 
your religious practices. 

http://academicintegrity.uncg.edu/.%A0
http://www.uncg.edu/bae/faculty_student_guidelines.pdf


• Do not email any assignments to me; unless, you ask special permission and I 
agree to that delivery.  

• Email me with professionalism.  You are to paragraph, capitalize, etc.  If you 
don’t, I may ask you to re-do your email before I answer your question. 

• Do NOT ask for grade reconsideration at the end of course.  No begs.  
• No make-up work will be offered to replace any “0/F”. 
• ALL ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE POSTED IN THE WEEKLY MODULES ONLY. 

DO LOOK FOR ASSIGNMENTS IN ANY OTHER FORMAT.  
_______________________________ 
 
Teaching Methods and Assignments: 
Most content is delivered via the course website.  Most administrative information will 
be delivered via Blackboard.   Use the text and reading assignments for supportive 
reading and reference.  Direct communication with me is via email.  
 

Deliverables Percentage of Final 
Grade 

  Regular Class Assignments           50% 
  Speeches ( Two for the semester)                   25% 
  Summative Business Report 
Compilation  

                 15%                  

  Reflections                  10% 
                           Total                 100% 

 
 
Regular Class Assignments: These are assignments that will either be 
exercises in the book, other assignments outside of the text etc. You will find all 
weekly assignments posted in the weekly modules. Any changes I make to the 
assignments or concerning the class in any way, will be communicated in the 
course announcements. If there is a  PowerPoint slide show reflecting a 
chapter from the text, it is the student’s responsibility to also read the 
accompanied chapter that coincides with the PowerPoint slideshow.  
Focus on academic integrity. In addition, make sure that your grammar and 
punctuation is clear. If you need to visit the Writing Center please do so. There 
will be clear instructions from me as to how each of these assignments should be 
completed.  You must follow the instructions of the teacher for all assignments. 
Regardless of the reason, there will not be any extensions on these 
assignments. Do your work in a timely fashion. Life happens, so do not 
wait until the deadline to attempt to complete the assignment and if 
unfortunately a life event occurs that hinders you from completing the 
assignment on time, contact via e-mail for an extension, because there 
will not be one given.  ALL ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE POSTED IN THE 
WEEKLY MODULES ONLY. DO LOOK FOR ASSIGNMENTS IN ANY OTHER 
FORMAT.  



 
 
Research Report & Information Literacy:  Your Summative Business 
Report will have an international business focus. With that conveyed, Steve 
Cramer the librarian, will be available to help you upon your request with your 
research needs.  You are to research a country’s (not the USA) cultural 
communication and business communication and complete assignments as 
instructed. You cannot choose a country where you have lived or visited.  If 
possible, interview a person who has lived in that country.   Be prepared to 
submit your report through Safe Assign (a plagiarism check.)  There will be clear 
instructions explaining how to complete the assignments. You must follow the 
instructions of the teacher on all assignments. Regardless of the reason, 
other than an emergency that I decide is an emergency,  there will not 
be any extensions on these assignments. Do your work in a timely 
fashion. Life happens, so do not wait until the deadline to attempt to 
complete the assignment and if unfortunately a life event occurs that 
hinders you from completing the assignment on time, contact via e-
mail for an extension, because there will not be one given. .  ALL 
ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE POSTED IN THE WEEKLY MODULES ONLY. DO 
LOOK FOR ASSIGNMENTS IN ANY OTHER FORMAT.  
 
 
 

 
Reflective Assignments:  You are to write memos to me detailing your 
personal learning journey. Focus on memorandum formats found  in chapter 2 in 
the text.  This is not a regurgitation exercise; instead, it’s a look back and a look 
forward to how you will apply the information. In the last reflection, you are to 
hold yourself accountable to the goals you set at the beginning of the course. Be 
sure to write clearly and correctly. In addition, make sure that your grammar and 
punctuation is clear. If you need to visit the Writing Center please do so.  Make 
sure that all reflections are presented in memorandum form. You must follow the 
instructions of the teacher when completing all work or there will be a grade 
penalty. Regardless of the reason, other than an emergency that I 
decide is an emergency,  there will not be any extensions on these 
assignments. Do your work in a timely fashion. Life happens, so do not 
wait until the deadline to attempt to complete the assignment and if 
unfortunately a life event occurs that hinders you from completing the 
assignment on time, contact via e-mail for an extension, because there 
will not be one given. .  ALL ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE POSTED IN THE 
WEEKLY MODULES ONLY. DO LOOK FOR ASSIGNMENTS IN ANY OTHER 
FORMAT.  
 
 



 Speeches:  Effective oral communication is essential to business success – both 
in person. In this course you will experience extemporaneous speeches. Follow 
the associated PowerPoints and chapters in the text that will aid you in 
presenting a great presentation. You must follow the directions of the instructor 
for all assignments or a grade penalty will be awarded. Regardless of the 
reason other than an emergency that I determine is an emergency,  
there will not be any extensions on these assignments. Do your work in 
a timely fashion. Life happens, so do not wait until the deadline to 
attempt to complete the assignment and if unfortunately a life event 
occurs that hinders you from completing the assignment on time, 
contact via e-mail for an extension, because there will not be one 
given. .  ALL ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE POSTED IN THE WEEKLY 
MODULES ONLY. DO LOOK FOR ASSIGNMENTS IN ANY OTHER 
FORMAT.  
 
 
 
For your extemporaneous speeches, choose two of the following:  
• A Business Communication current event  
• Cultural experience – international experience, including birth country, study 

abroad, extended travel  
• Analyze a written speech as to our course concepts 
• Business article or blog post (both require instructor's approval before 

submitting) 
• A ‘real’ business email demonstrating good/not-so-good writing (anonymous 

or with written permission) 
• Show & Tell:  a ‘real’ business proposal, business plan, sales report, annual 

report, RFP, etc. 
 
______________________________________ 
 
To be Successful: 
 
• Follow directions. 
• Check Canvas as instructed.  Do the assignments, graded and participation too.  
• Value integrity. Value honesty. 
• Use your resources.  
• Seek help when you need it.  
•  I encourage you to visit the Writing and Speaking Center for assistance. 

Writing Tips 
• Remember too, it is your decision what information you apply and what information 

you don’t apply; however, one hint to help decide which information to apply is to 
look for what is said to you in multiple ways.   

 



• All writing assignments should follow three areas:  an introduction, a body, and a 
conclusion.  The same applies in emails to me.   

 
• Don’t ask for re-do work as the course already has formative and summative 

rounds. 
 
Speaking Tips 
• If you are feeling intensive anxiety, I invite you to communicate with me. 
 
• From CST105, you should know aspects of your delivery that need performance 

improvement.  It is better to work on one behavior at a time. 
 

Grading Matrix 
Your grades are held in the Blackboard Gradebook. 
 

 A – Exceeds 
Expectations 

B – 
Achieves 

Expectations 

C – Working 
Toward 

Expectations 

D - 
Below 

F – 
Below 

+ 100 - 97 89 - 87 79 - 77 69 - 67 59> 
 96 - 94 86 - 84 76 - 74 66 - 64  

- 93 - 90 83 - 80 73 - 70 63 - 60  

 
Overview Grading Rubric 
Specific assignment rubrics are posted in Blackboard. 
 

A B C D/F 

Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Working Toward 
Expectations 

Below Expectations 

Expands 
assignment into 
excellence, adds 
creativity. 

Complete all that is 
required with high 
quality 

Complete the work 
with a few areas for 
improvement 

Did not meet the 
assignment 
requirements 

 

+ (plus) Null • (minus) 

Exceeds Expectations Meets Expectations 
(a few un-impactful 
errors) 

 Working Toward Expectations 
A few impactful errors 

  


